
Alumni News  

GSIS Alumni Social Community
Created on Facebook 

Last May, the SNU-GSIS Alumni Association page was
created on Facebook. As of September, 678 alumni, both
international and Korean in nationality - have joined the group
to create an active online community of GSIS members.
The address for the page is http://www.facebook.com/groups /
202526346449473/.

Taekyoon Kim  (Int’l Cooperation ‘98)
Appointed as Assistant Professor at the
Department of Public Administration, 
Ewha Womans University 

After graduating from GSIS in 2000, Taekyoon Kim received a
doctorate degree in Social Policy from Oxford University in 2007,
and is expected to receive his Ph.D from SAIS, Johns Hopkins
Univesity in 2012. Prior to his current post as a assistant professor at
Ewha Womans University in the Department of Public
Administration, he was a professor at Waseda University from
October 2008 to Febuary 2011. He is now teaching courses on
international public administration. 
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◎GSIS would love to hear from you! Please send your articles to gsis@snu.ac.kr or call 02-880-8507 for more information
◎This newsletter is edited by Hyoung Youn Cho (‘10 Int’l Commerce), Jungwoo Park (‘11 Int’l Cooperation), Seyoung Jennifer Kim (‘10 Int’l Cooperation) and Shinai

Kwon (‘10 Int’l Cooperation).

The Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul
National University (SNU-GSIS) has continued its
steady growth since it opened in 2003 to an extent that it
has outgrown its buildings. The proposed building
extension will provide more spacious and pleasant
environment for both education and research. Financed
by the national treasury, the 1.9 billion won project will
convert the parking lot of Bldg. 140 into a new wing.

The 1,400㎡ space of the new wing will be four stories high. The ground level will be
constructed in Pilotis structure to offer space for parking; the second level will house two
seminar rooms; the third will include professor offices and a lounge; and the fourth level will
have a large conference room for 70 people to hold international conferences. Its design was
completed in August and the construction is to begin in mid-October and will end by mid-
2012.  

The 2011 Fall commencement semester graduation took
place on August 28, in Sochon International Hall. 53
students in International Studies and 19 students in
International Development Policy celebrated their receipt
of GSIS Masters degrees. Dean Jin-Hyun Paik
encouraged students to contribute to their international
neighbors and societies as responsible global citizen. On

August 19, the student council held an orientation session for 76 newly admitted incoming
students. The new class includes students from over 40 countries, who make up 41% of
incoming students. 

SNU-GSIS has concluded an MOU with Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy (LKYSPP)
at the National University of Singapore. The agreement with LKYSPP will allow a maximum
of 3 GSIS students to study at Lee Kuan Yew. 

Professor Cheol-Hee Park was appointed
as the Associate Dean of GSIS on August
1st he also acts as the director of
International Studies Library. Professor
Jong-Ho Jeong renewed his position as
the Director of International Cooperation
Office. Professor Dukgeun Ahn was
appointed as the Deputy Head of the
Administrative Body for the Incorporation of SNU.

New Extension to the SNU-GSIS Building

Plaque of Appreciation given to Donators

Commencement & Student Orientation

MOU with Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy

Professor Affairs 

GSIS Foundation 

We appreciate your invaluable support towards the
development of SNU-GSIS
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⊙ Gold Club (Over 1 Billion Won) 

Toyota Motor Korea

⊙ Crystal Club (Over 10 Million Won)  

Lee, Young Soo (Unisource Incorporated) / Members of the 22nd

GLP /Members of the 23rd GLP 

⊙ Other (Over 1 Million Won) 
Korea Gas Corporation / Paik, Jin-Hyun / Koh, Tommy / SK HiTech
Co. Ltd / Haesung Institute for International Affairs / Hyun, Byung Ki
/ Korea International Trade Association / 1 Anonymous Donor

The above is the list of donors who generously contributed to the
GSIS Foundation during the period from January 1 to August 30,
2011.  

Contact: 02-880-8506  gsis@snu.ac.kr 

⊙ Scholarship Recipients for Fall 2011 
※ The donations gratefully used to provide scholarships to the following

students: 

A ceremony was held on August 24th to show our thanks to the
donors who have kindly supported the GSIS Foundation this
year. Chairman Jong Chul Jung representing GLP 22nd Class,
Chairman Myung Ouk Ma of GLP 23rd, CEO Young Soo Lee

of Unisource Inc., and Vice
Chairman Mi Geun Kim of
Florence International attended
the ceremony as our guest, and
plaques of appreciation were
given to not only those that were
present, but also to those that
were unable to join us at the
ceremony, including CEO of Toyota Motor Korea
Nakabayashi Hisao. The donations will be used to support
scholarships, expand facilities, and to develop curriculum and
resources. Donors are honored and granted the privileges given
by both the Seoul National University and the Graduate School
of International Studies.

Type Recipients (54 students in total) 
Sochon Y.R. Kim, J.W. Nam, Y.M. Choi, M.K. Donald 

GLP 
H.Y. Kim, J.S. Moon, E.M. Park, J.W. Park, H.S. Park, M.L. Shin, W.K.
Shin, B.R. Yoon, A.R. Lee, S.H. Yim, J.A. Choi 

Sung-Hee Y.H. Tahk 
Min Keh-Sik V. Piatov, J. Wang, K.P. Jiang 

GSFS D.K. Dieu, P. Jiratatip 
Silk Road P. Zolboo, R.A. Dauletbayevna, G. Morteza

Kwanak Foundation J.Y. Jung

POSCO
N.Paravee, M.B. Admeinasthi, A.S. Kim, J. Tabtimdaeng, X. Boya,
T.L. Cheuk, N.N.T. Thuy 

Kim Jae-Ik B. Gantulga
KOGAS E. Obydennikoya

KOICA

G. Da Costa, N.H. Abdussalam, N.E.J. Day, R.A. Miranda, M.L.
Moumbeket Mefire, M.N. Assibi, M. Ung, M.A. Abbasi, M.L. Alvarez,
M.T. Raqisia, V.A.F.T. Jaya, S.E. Zapata, S.M. Haji, E. Kakoole, J.G.
Ngango, K.P. Jmenez Morales, T. Minh, A.S. Farrukh, F.A.Q. Al-
Rassas, P. Phengkhammy 

※ Students in T.A. and R.A. positions are not included in the list.

Cheol-Hee Park
Associate Dean

Director of
International

Studies  Library

Jong-Ho Jeong 
Director of

International
Cooperation Office

Dukgeun Ahn
Deputy Head of the
Administrative Body
for the Incorporation

of SNU
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On April 28th, GSIS held a distinguished
lecture by Hyun-Jong Kim, former
Minster for Trade. Kim was a professor in
Hongik University and a Chief Attorney
at the WTO (1999). He also served as
Korea’s Minister for Trade (2004-2007),
Ambassador to the United Nations (2007-
2008) and is currently the Legal Chief of
Samsung Electronics. At this lecture, he
emphasized the importance of FTA, the
progress of Korea-U.S. FTA, and Korea’s
future based on his abundant hands-on
experience.
As recently as in 2004, Korea - along
with Mongolia - was one of two nations
in the world that had not opened its doors
to FTAs. Its first FTA with Chile in 2004
was a direct result of Korea Trade
Department’s aggressive strategy to jump
into the new FTA paradigm. Even in
2006, Korea’s export dependence was as
high as 71.6%, but it remained
disadvantageous within multilateral
trade agreements. Korea realized the
undeniable importance of bilateral
FTAs with economic giants to
meet its growth potential.
Having determined that the
bilateral FTA with the
U.S. is critical, yet
unrealizable unless

the U.S. approaches Korea, the Korean
government began talking with Canada,
EFTA and Singapore about possible
bilateral FTAs. The provocative plan
became a success when the U.S. and EU
approached Korea to propose bilateral
FTA negotiations. The importance of
Korea-U.S. FTA lies in the fact that the
U.S. is the largest consumer in the world.
The FTA would give advantage to major
Korean exports, such as automobiles and
electronics in the U.S. market, helping
Korean corporations penetrate into the
U.S. market. Moreover, the elimination of
the current 2.5% tariff level would greatly
benefit consumers and cheaper prices of
Korean exports would further increase
market share in the U.S. On the other
hand, cheaper prices of the U.S. imports
to Korea will increase Korean consumers’
purchasing power, offsetting inflationary

pressure. 
Kim cited two big challenges Korea
is now facing. First, the rapid decline

in birthrate and the increase of
aging population will suppress
its growth potential. Second,

Korea is financially ill-
prepared for future
reunification and must
reserve its resources to

cover the costs of integration. Given that
Germany spent over $2 trillion in
reunification costs for the past 20 years,
Korea must reserve its funds to prepare
itself. To do so, Kim stressed the
importance of seeking economic
integration with North Korea, such as
including the Kaesong Industrial
Complex under Korea’s FTA agreements
and establishing FTA with North Korea.
Pan-Korean FTA will accelerate
economic integration between the two
Koreas and create inertia toward
reunification. Moreover, due to Korea’s
geopolitical isolation, the construction of
highways - passing through North Korea
and connecting to China and Russia -
can be undertaken to overcome its
limitations. 
Lastly, Kim stressed the role of young
generations in Korea’s future. We must
take a proactive role in recognizing
national tasks and reading the transitions
of global power. We as the young
generation must build knowledge to make
valuable contributions to our country. 

GSIS Amb. Yunok Kim (‘10 American Area Studies)

On June 30th, Asian Development Bank
(ADB), Korea Institute for International
Economic Policy (KIEP), and SNU-GSIS
opened a joint conference on “Trade and
Development: Asia’s Turning Point.” The
conference consisted of three sessions -
“Economic Development and Re-
structuring,” “Domestic Demand and
Growth,” “Regional Cooperation and

Integration,” and a concluding discussion.
The conference aimed to provide a strategic
guide for the development of a regional
macroeconomic-financial-trade policy
framework, and the three sessions allowed
a comprehensive policy discussion, which
included issues of global rebalancing in
connection to development and growth.
Starting off with welcoming addresses by
Wook Chae, Director of KIEP, and Iwan
Azis, Senior Director of ADB’s Office of
Regional Economic Integration, and a
keynote address by Yonginder Alagh,
Chancellor of Nagaland University in India,
experts from around the world, including
China, India, Indonesia, and the U.S., gave
presentations on current issues of economic

development in Asia, which received great
enthusiasm by the audience of professors,
researchers, and students. 

Distinguished Lecture

Korea-U.S. FTA: the Untold Story
Hyun-Jong Kim, Former Minister for Trade

ADB·KIEP·SNU-GSIS  
International Conference

Trade and
Development:
Asia’s Turning Point
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Assistant U.S. Attorney Richard Park discussed the contemporary
administration of civil justice in the United States on May 19th.
Park identified severe reduction of court’s financial resources,
exploding litigation costs for businesses and individuals, and
eroding commitment to the proposition that juries should decide
cases as attributing to the increasing pragmatism and expediency
in litigation. Park examined the gradual increase in pretrial
resolution and shifted responsibilities to various forms of
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) and its impact on how
litigants attempt to obtain justice.  

Professor Yong Jun Yoon’s May 9th lecture showed how
increasing precision and expressiveness of language can promote
international cooperation and economic development. Yoon
argued that East Asia must overcome its lack of linguistic
development by cultivating global thinkers and writers who can
capture all audiences beyond national and linguistic borders.
Fostering such thinkers will increase the Asian countries’
competitive advantage, recognition, and consistency in linguistic
development, thus leading to an accelerated economic growth.

Special Lecture

The Cost of Justice in 
Civil Litigation
- Richard Park, Assistant U.S. Attorney of the Central

District of California

Special Lecture

Language and Economic
Development in the Age of
Globalization
- Yong Jun Yoon, Professor of Economics at George

Mason University

The ‘Asia and the World’ Public Lecture,
funded by Toyota Motor Korea since 2004,
brought Singapore’s Ambassador-at-Large,
Tommy Koh to GSIS for a lecture on
‘Asia’s Challenges in the 21st Century.”
Tommy Koh has served as Singapore’s
Ambassador to the United Nations (1968-
84) and to the United States (1984-90), and
has held many distinguished positions
internationally, such as the Chairman of the
Third UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea (1981-2) and the UN Conference on
Environment & Development (1990-2). He
was also the Director of the National
University of Singapore’s Institute of
Policy Studies where he published various
papers and books including The United
States and East Asia: Conflict and Co-
operation and The Quest for World Order:
Perspectives of a Pragmatic Idealist.
Noting this trip to Korea as his first in
eleven years, Koh began the lecture as he
marveled over the rapid rise of Korea,
China, India, and ASEAN in the world
order. In such context, he asserted that the
undeniable presence of Asian countries in
the world will make Asia the world leader
by the end of the 21st century. To accelerate

this achievement, however, he suggested
that Asia has to be able to deal with three
major challenges: Peace in Asia, Good
Governance, and Sustainable Development.
The first challenge is establishing a deeper
level of peaceful relations. Tension between
China and Japan has not been fully relieved
since World WarⅡ. China and India may
potentially face serious problems including
territorial disputes and religious and cultural
conflicts. Koh argued that since
relationships among Asian countries are
complementary rather than competitive,
their historical reconciliation and
subsequent strengthening of relationships
are necessary for Asia’s brighter future. 
The second challenge is building good
governance with responsibility and
transparency towards its people, satisfying
UN guidelines for people’s civil, political,

social, cultural, economic rights. Taking
North Africa and Middle East as an
example of the danger of corruption and
irresponsible governance, he asserted Asian
countries’ needs to accompany good
governance with economic development.
The third and last challenge is sustainable
development. Koh criticized that balance
between economic development and
environmental protection, i.e. sustainable
development, is absent in most of the Asian
countries, excluding Japan, Korea,
Singapore and Bhutan. He also warned that
blind following the American lifestyle will
eventually lead to irreversible damage, not
only to the Asian, but also to the global
environment. He commended on Korea’s
effort for Low Carbon Green Growth and
wished success on President Lee Myung-
Bak’s Green Growth Policy aiming
towards becoming the world’s 7th Green
Power by 2020 and 5th by 2050.
Koh predicted that Asia’s growth is an
opportunity for Asia to become the World’s
political and economic center. However,
he emphasized that the three
challenges outlined in the lecture
must be conquered in order to
achieve such status.
Hyoung Youn Cho

(‘10 Int’l

Commerce) 

‘Asia and the World’ Public Lecture

Asia’s Challenges in the 21st Century
- Tommy Koh, Singapore's Ambassador-at-Large at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs
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As the summer neared to an end, Fall Commencement at SNU-GSIS celebrated the successful completion of the Masters program
by a group of 72 exceptional students. We interviewed the graduates hear about their experience and expectations. 

GSIS People

● Graduates Interview

⊙Geary Choe   ’09 Int’l Commerce, Nationality: Korea

Two years at SNU-GSIS provided me with so
much more than just a degree. Just as
much as I improved my knowledge of
international affairs, I greatly improved
people skills through interacting with
students of diverse backgrounds. Especially,
having MIDP students study with us has

been a huge plus, because each one of the MIDP students is so
knowledgeable and passionate about his/her home country. What
I learned in class might not be relevant later, but the enthusiasm
and the can-do spirit of GSIS will surely help me get through
numerous difficulties I will face. 

⊙Leticia Aguero  ‘10 MIDP, Nationality: Paraguay

My graduation means to me, to have
achieved the goal I had traced myself for over
a year ago, which fills me with satisfaction.
My plans after graduation are to return to my
beloved Paraguay by the end of this month,
and to continue to serve my country at the
public sector as I did before coming to Korea.

Also, I would like to continue my studies in Europe.  I will
remember the moments I spent with the wonderful people of the
3rd Batch of MIDP  program; through the good and the bad, we
were always there to support each other. I feel that we are like a
Global Family and I will never forget them. 

● New Student Interview 

⊙Siyeong Jeong   ‘11 European Area Studies, Nationality:

Korea

I look forward to being exposed to diverse
range of issues and studies. I am particularly
excited about sharing ideas from students of
many different backgrounds and
perspectives. I think I will enjoy and learn so
much from the interactive nature of GSIS
classes and various extracurricular

opportunities, including discussion sessions and special lectures.
In addition to gaining expertise in my area of study, I hope I can
develop an objective and international perspective.  

⊙Gil Da Costa   ‘11 MIDP, Nationality: East Timor 

I come from East Timor, a country that
recently gained independence in 2002 after
many historical ordeals.  My decision to come
to GSIS was motivated by Korea’s
development from the similar history. I find
the fearlessness and passion that Koreans
have, share much with East Timorese’s

motto, “A LUTA CONTINUA!” I hope to return to my home after
gaining an understanding of Korea’s development process from
GSIS and contribute to my country’s development. 

GSIS Amb. Jooyoung Jung (‘10 Int’l Commerce), 

Yunok Kim (‘10 American Area Studies)

Interviewing the Graduates
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The Global Leadership Program (GLP) of GSIS welcomed its 24th class with the
Opening Ceremony on September 1st at the Grand Auditorium of the Engineer
House in SNU. The new class of 52 outstanding personnel including CEOs,
executive board members, government officials, lawyers and accountants were
welcomed by Dean Jin-Hyun Paik and Associate Dean Cheol-Hee Park and the
President and Secretary of GLP Alumni Association, Jong-Dae Lee and Ho-Jin
Kim, respectively. With the inclusion of its new class, GLP boasts over 1,100
members as its alumni. 

The 24th Global Leadership Program (GLP) Entrance Ceremony

GSIS held the 2011 Toyota International
Seminar on August 11-12th at Konjiam
Resort in Gyeonggi Province with
sponsorship from Toyota Motor Korea.
Many distinguished scholars and experts in
the field, including Prof. Yukiko Fukagawa
of Waseda University, former UN Amb.
Junwoo Park, former Senior Secretary for
Foreign and Security Policy Byung-se Yun,
and Prof. Duk-min Yun of the Institute of
Foreign Affairs and National Security
attended the event. 
Led by Prof. Taeho Bark, the first session,
“Economic Risk Analysis of East Asia:
Japan and Korea,” included two
presentations. Hosung Jung, Chief
Researcher at Samsung Economic
Research Institute presented on “Japanese
Economy” in which he estimated the
damages from the recent earthquake to be
at least 16.9 trillion yen and Japan’s GDP to
decline as a result. Presently, Japan suffers
from shortage of electricity, appreciation of

yen, and sluggish domestic consumption.
Japanese firms are responding to the
hardships by moving production sites
overseas and seeking M&As. Dr. Jung
predicted that Japan’s slow economy will
lead to further increase in East Asian
economic dependence on China. In the
following presentation on the Korean
economy, Prof. Fukagawa made remarks
on Korea’s quick recovery from the
Lehman Shock and cited bold increase in
fiscal spending, launching into emerging
markets, and the high liquidity of large
Korean enterprises as attributing factors.
She stressed the importance of creating
solutions for the aging society, youth
unemployment, intellectual property rights,
and inter-Korean relations to navigate
through Korea’s main problems of growing
household debts and unbalanced
investment into real estate market. 
Dean Jin-Hyun Paik oversaw the second
session, “Security Risk Analysis of East
Asia: North Korea and China.” This
session included Prof. Young-Nam Cho’s
presentation, “China and Korean
Peninsula,” and Senior Researcher at
Samsung Economic Research Institute
Myung-Hae Choi’s presentation, “Chinese
Relations and Northeast Asia.” Prof. Cho
claimed that since the establishment of a
diplomatic relationship with China, Korea
has undergone tremendous growth; and

mentioned the importance of inter-Korean
relations in the much-needed simultaneous
and cooperative development of the Policy
Trio (engagement, hedging, and
multilateralism). Dr. Choi remarked that
China’s priorities in case of military conflict
between North and South Korea or collapse
of the North is to control the military
involvement of South Korea and the U.S.
and to detangle itself from unnecessary
arguments. China is pursuing the
geopolitical approach of establishing
“Economic Community” through which
China can extend its influence on East Asia,
and is also showing practical interests in
seeking Cabinet-level economic talks with
North and South Korea to promote
economic efficiency. 

Lastly, the final discussion session dealt
with the roles of China, the U.S., and Korea
in navigating East Asia’s geopolitical crisis.
ASEAN+3 and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership were discussed to be on key
agenda. In addition, the East Asian
leadership upon the 2015 elections was said
to shape the complementary cooperation
and hence the future of East Asia. 

The 5th Korea·China·Japan International
Summer school took place on July 27-
August 4. The program aimed towards

building educational cooperation and
interaction among Korean, Chinese, and
Japanese students, and establishing
foundations for East Asian regional
cooperation. Peking University, Waseda
University and Seoul National University
selected 10 students each to take part in
lectures and field trips in all three countries.
This year’s program, however, was held
only in Peking University and SNU due to
Waseda University’s withdrawal from the
program in the aftermath of 2011
earthquake and tsunami. 

● Student Interview
“This program has given me an insight to
China, its people, and their perspectives.
While Korea and China’s national interests
or perspectives may differ in some areas,

the experience had taught me about the
commonalities we share across our national
borders. If we continue to interact and
connect on a personal level, I believe that
not only the Korea-China, but also the
Korea-China-Japan cooperation will be
realized in the near future.  

Hyo Jin Park  (’10 Int’l Cooperation) 

● Assessment
The summer program elicited enthusiastic
responses from the participants. The
academic and practical knowledge on East
Asia and the deeper cultural understanding
it offered are hoped to provide the
foundation for increased cooperation
among countries and ultimately, to
contribute to the East Asian cooperation. 

Toyota International Seminar  2011

Geopolitical Risks in East Asia

Korea·China·Japan
Int’l Summer School

The Fall Semester Wine and Cheese Party was held in Sochon Convention Hall on September 7th. All GSIS students including new
students, exchange students, and professors had a chance to get to know each other in a casual atmosphere. 

Wine and Cheese Party



From November of last year to January, I had an opportunity to
work in the Poverty Cluster and the Communication Team of
UNDP Office in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Having been selected as a
Junior Professional Women Intern, I received preparatory
training and financial support, including airfare and a stipend
from the Ministry of Gender Equality & Family. The selection
process follows the Ministry’s official notice every
September - December; the selection criteria includes an
application, GPA, English abilities and multiple
rounds of interviews. 
Though I had been interested in the area of
development, I had grown critical of the
bureaucratic inefficiency that multilateral
organizations and donor agencies may
exhibit. For this reason, I wanted to work at
the field rather than in the New York
headquarters to fully grasp UNDP’s roles and

accomplishments. Since I had a particular interest in Asia, I
started applying to UNDP offices in the Southeast Asian region.
After four months, I finally received an offer from the Sri Lanka
office. As I learned more about Sri Lanka and its geopolitical
identity as a country rather large next to the India, I realized its
similarities with Korea and grew attached to the country. 
For the first part of my internship, I was assigned to work in the
Poverty Cluster to research for the decennial publication of the
Sri Lanka Human Development Report. With the application of
the Inequality Index into the Human Development Index since
2010, my research focused on gathering relevant data to update
the report. I also performed field visits to examine the
effectiveness of the UNDP support in reality and created case
reports on my visits. Of my internship experience, I found
interviewmg people who had returned to their home after the war
and hearing how UNDP’s involvement influenced their lives
during my field visits the most memorable. Also, while working
on the on-site project, I witnessed how the UNDP allows local

inhabitants to initiate and create their own paths of
development. Watching the field officers coordinate

projects that were developed by the local community
helped me rethink my perception of UN
organizations as being arrogant and inefficient.
Although all sites may not be as entirely
community-centered as the ones I had witnessed,
my experience helped me to see the potential in UN
organizations. This internship had taught me that
regardless of where you are or what you are doing,

only when you think and act for the locals will
development make true impact and improvement. 
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From last January to May, I had an internship at the Office of
Small Business Development Center at the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA) in Washington, D.C., as a
participant in the Prudential Foundation’s Washington Center
Global Citizen Program. After the on-campus screening
process last September, I passed the second round of interviews
with the executives of Prudential Foundation Korea, which
sponsored about $12,000 to cover my airfare, apartment,
insurance and program fee. Prudential Scholarship is awarded
to Business & Management Program. However, because I
wanted to fully explore the American culture and society, I
decided to forgo the stipend and work at the U.S. government
agency SBA. 
Based on my three-year experience at a top-down and
oppressive culture as an Air Force officer, I was completely
surprised by the fact that an intern could easily approach and
talk to directors, and that my opinions were respected on the
basis of coherency and clarity rather than my rank. I was also
impressed with SBA’s multicultural environment.  
One of my main tasks was to verify the financial report from 63
local SBA offices with the funding data of the Federal
Government. This taught me how the U.S. Congress, federal

agencies, and colleges cooperate to support creating and
operating small businesses, thus promoting the national
economy. My second duty was to redesign a website Mind
Your OwnBiz.org to provide helpful resources for youths of
ages 13-25, who want to start their own small businesses.
Working in a team with other interns, I was allowed to manage
the project with weekly conference calls with the Marketing
Director of Junior Achievement, a specialist in NPO. Interning
at SBA, exposed me to the professional environment of the
U.S. and gave me a new perspective on entrepreneurship.
In addition, the Prudential Foundation Global Citizens Program
offers various educational and networking experiences in
partnership with TWC. Monday Program gave me chances to
meet and talk to the leaders of various fields, such as
government agencies, embassies, think-tanks, private
corporations, and NGOs, where I had the opportunity to meet
delegates of Korea, Canada, and Indonesia, and consultants and
senior recruiting officers at the World Bank.  
The internship and other programs in Washington, D.C. helped
me to experience American politics and the world order
interconnected to it, and acted as a touchstone to assess my
potential to work in the international arena.

⊙Jong-sung Choi   (‘10 Int’l Cooperation): Internship at the Small Business Administration in Washington D.C., U.S. 
(Jan-May, 2011)

Students elected new representatives for the 2011-2012 Student Council in May. The new
members of the GSIS Student Council are Sally Joo-hyun Kwon (‘11 Asian Area Studies)
for President, Eun Hye Ha (‘10 Japanese Area Studies) for Vice President, Hye Won Jung
(‘10 Japanese Area Studies), and Ji Hye Kim (‘11 Int’l Commerce), Mee Joo Song (‘10 Int’l
Cooperation), and Joseph Yoon (‘11 Korean Area Studies) each representing their major.

Starting her term as President, explained, “I am so delighted to be the 14th President of
the GSIS Student Council. The Student Council will do our best in order to ‘STEP UP’
GSIS, which was the motto that we pledged during the campaign. We will help students
to step up in all aspects of their lives in GSIS - in terms of their academic life, student
life, career development, and social networks. We will represent your ideas and opinions
to STEP UP SNU GSIS.”

Introducing the New 2011 GSIS Student Council

Photo : Top) Joseph Yoon / Mee Joo Song / Ji Hye Kim
Bottom) Hye Won Jung / Sally Joo-hyun Kwon /
Eun Hye Ha

Photo : Mihyeon Lee (left)

Photo : Jong-sung Choi (left)

Administered by the Ministry
of Gender Equality & Family 
Provides pre-internship
training, airfare and monthly
stipend
Selection information posted
in Sep-Dec on the Ministry
website
Selection process includes
an application, English exam
and interviews  

● 1st Place, WTO/FTA Moot Court Competition 
- Nari Kim (‘10 Int’l Commerce) and Yoon Mi Choi (‘10 Area

Studies) 
● 2nd Place, Graduate Student Regional Economic Thesis

Competition, Korea Institution for International
Economic Policy 
- Nari Park (‘08 Int'l Commerce), Minyoung Lee (‘10 Int'l

Commerce), and Minjeong Han (‘10 Area Studies)

● 2nd Prize, 2011 KOICA East Asia Climate Partnership
Essay Competition 
- Taehoon Kim (‘08 Area Studies), Jeongae Choi (‘10 Area

Studies), and Jieun Kim (‘11 Area Studies) 

● 1st Place, Base of Pyramid (BOP) Narrative Competition,
Center for Sustainable Global Enterprise, Johnson
School of Management, Cornell University 
- Reshma Kamath (‘10 Int’l Cooperation) 

● 1st Place, Inter-GSIS Academic Quiz, making SNU-GSIS
winner for 2 consecutive years  
- ’East-West’ team - Yi-Nostal Kwon (‘09 Area Studies), Vadim

Piatov (‘10 Int’l Cooperation), Ah Reum Lee (‘09 Japanese
Area Studies), Yina Yoon (‘09 Japanese Area Studies) and
Yevgeniy Kim (‘09 Int’l Cooperation)

GSIS Students in the News 

Learning from the Fields

⊙Mihyeon Lee   (‘09 Int’l Cooperation): Internship at the UNDP Office in Colombo, Sri Lanka (Nov. 2010 - Feb. 2011)

As many students in GSIS are preparing to venture out into the real world after graduation, some have taken a leave from their studies
to gain valuable experiences outside the classroom setting. Here are their stories. 

About the Washington Center Global
Citizen Program

Located in Washington, D.C. 
Offers education and internship
programs 
Provides partial or full scholarships in
partnership with various foundations
Selection begins with campus
recruiting in September
Selection process includes application
and interviews
Foundation committee interview for
scholarship applicants 

About Junior Professional
Women Internship
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# What was your goal as a Dean, and what do you think
was most successful? 
When GSIS was first founded, institutions devoted to
international studies were not recognized as professional
schools in Korea. My goal was to establish SNU-GSIS as the
most prestigious and comprehensive professional school for
those pursuing the discipline of international studies. Today,
SNU-GSIS contributes to upgrading Korea’s global network.
GSIS also attracts foreign students of many nationalities, as well
as Korean-American and Korean students who studied abroad.
Other successful projects include Korea-Japan-China Summer
School and Public Lecture Series. Future projects include
attracting faculty from diverse fields of study. 

# What changed the most since you left the deanship?  
This is simple; with much less numbers of conferences and
meetings to attend, I now have more time on my hands. I am
happy to devote more time communicating with my students
and preparing for my classes. 

# How did you first become interested in the field of
international commerce? 
When I was in my second year of high school, Economics was
the most competitive major to pursue. The upperclassmen I
admired were all going to major in Economics, so I naturally
gravitated towards the major. My PhD program at University of
Wisconsin was when I became interested in the International
Trade Theory. I was particularly influenced by my advisor
Professor Robert Baldwin, an expert in the field. I have never
looked away from this field ever since.

# What is the most memorable experience that affected
your academic career?
My post as the Chairman of APEC IEG (Investment Expert Group)
was the most memorable. APEC IEG is a non-binding,
working-level conference among 26 member nations, held
three to four times a year. The goal of the conference is to set up
principles on international investment and good practice, and to
improve member nations’ investment policies. As Chairman, I
maintained my position of a mediator between developed and
developing nations and sought to offer a more constructive and
future-oriented direction in the proceedings. The support I
gained from the member nations during my 2 year-term
allowed me to extend my post for another year. The experience
was beneficial not only for me personally, but also as a rich
resource for my courses at GSIS. In addition, it provided an
invaluable experience for two GSIS students who assisted me in
the conferences. 

# What are your current areas of interest and research? 
We are in need of a new global governance in international
trade. Korea-China-Japan FTA is also a must. While Europe and
North America continue to be integrated, the same progress is
not found among East Asian countries. My current research
focuses on Korea’s role in Korea-Japan-China relationships.
These days, the Doha Round is in serious jeopardy to an extent
that it is almost considered a failure. So I am also researching on
possible reformations of WTO Governance to increase efficiency
of the current multilateral trade systems.

# What do you think are Korea’s obstacles to ensuring its
future economic development?  
The major problems of the Korean economy today include
inflation, high unemployment rate, and the rapidly aging
population. Job creation is also a big problem particularly
because it cannot be achieved solely through the efforts of the
Korean government and corporations. We must focus on
attracting large foreign direct investments, which will create
more jobs and increase employment. We should also make
particular effort to create jobs for the highly educated and
unemployed population. 

# What are your viewpoints on the Korean Government’s
trade negotiations, such as KOR-US FTA and KOR-EU
FTA?
I think that the government needs to communicate with the

people and domestic industry sectors
at the early stages of the negotiation.
Also, its post-negotiation operations
are as important as the negotiation
itself. Strategies to deal with the
aftermath must be shared with the
industries and people, and should be
modified based on their opinions.
Also, there must be substantial
analysis and promotion of the
so-called consumer welfare effect,

which addresses the direct benefits of FTA to the consumers of
low income population. I believe that Korea will be able to
establish itself as the hub of global world through its successful
FTA conclusions. 

# What do you think about the future prospects of
international studies?
I believe that the demand for graduate-level education in
international studies will continue to grow boundlessly. Amid the
growing need for inter- and intra-regional cooperation and the

ever-intertwining international issues of today’s global world,
the discipline of international studies systematically connects
diverse areas of studies in the context of the global environment.
The interdisciplinary nature of international studies will certainly
continue to appeal to many young students in the future. 

# What are your plans during the sabbatical?
During my last sabbatical in 2004, I spent a semester at Stanford
University and another 7 months at the World Bank. This time I
am planning to stay mostly in Korea. I have yet to make any
specific plans for overseas visit.  

# Lastly, do you have any advice for GSIS students? 
While academic excellence is important, following up on global
issues through newspapers and magazines such as Financial
Times, New York Times, and The Economist, and building solid
foundation on economics are the most important skills for GSIS
students to gain recognition in the real world after graduation.
Also, excellent English skills are important, particularly the
ability to write with precision.   

GSIS Amb. Jooyoung Jung (‘10 Int’l Commerce)

Professor Srinivasa Madhur is an expert in macroeconomics and
regional economic integration, with a career that includes Senior
Director at the Asian Development Bank and Economic Advisor
for the Government of India. Professor Madhur writes about his
experience as the visiting professor at GSIS.  

As a Visiting Professor (Toyota Fellow) at
GSIS during the March-June 2011
Semester, I taught a course entitled:
“Asian Economy in a Global Context:
Development, Integration, and
Governance.”  This is a course that I
specially designed for graduate students
at  GSIS. The course aimed at giving
students an overview of: (i) how
successive economic miracles since the

1950s - starting with Japan and subsequently joined by a whole
host of economies at regular intervals have enabled Asia to
reemerge as a dominant force in the global economy, (ii) how
successive economic miracles at the country levels have also led to
a closer knitting of these economies both regionally and globally,
and (iii) how Asia could leverage its historical reemergence and
economic integration - both regional and global -  to play a bigger
role in shaping the 21st century global economic governance. 
My efforts - both at designing and teaching this somewhat
out-of-the-box course - were well-worth it simply because of the
extremely high quality of about 40 graduate students who took my
course. These students could easily be the best amongst anywhere
in the world: well-focused, academically competent, and
professionally committed. Because I was teaching a bunch of

extremely talented students, I had every incentive to put in nothing
but my best. And my smart students responded equally well,
whether it was in the class debates and discussions, the written
examinations, or informal interactions in the corridors. One could
refer to these students as the “G20 generation,” getting equipped
and ready to play a responsible role in shaping the 21st century
world. These students would be an admirably good fit for
professional and leadership roles in a wide array of institutions,
including governments, private sectors, regional and international
institutions. 
GSIS could not have attracted such brilliant students, had it not
been for the highly qualified, professionally competent, and socially
committed faculty. Equally importantly, professors at GSIS are
drawn from diverse fields - international relations, law, economics,
sociology, political science, anthropology, business administration,
you name it. This multidisciplinary faculty composition is rarely
found in most other professional schools. Added to all this is the
very helpful administrative staff, who are always willing to go that
extra mile just to make the lives of both the students and the faculty
more comfortable. No wonder that the School has a record of
attracting the best students, and everything else follows from there
for an educational institution like GSIS. I was honored to have been
a part, although an infinitesimally small part, of this great
institution.

The former GSIS Dean and Professor Taeho Bark will be on
sabbatical leave during this school year. In addition to his
academic career, his resume also includes posts at IMF, APEC
IEC, and the World Bank. He also served as an advisory
committee member at the Ministry of Finance and Economy and
the Ministry of Trade. We had a chance to interview Professor
Bark to talk about his past, present, and future before the leave. 

Professor interview series 

Professor Taeho Bark

My Experience at GSIS, SNU as a Visiting Professor

Professor Srinivasa Madhur
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# How was GSIS back when you were
a student?
At the time, there was a much smaller
number of full-time faculty members,
so we had to take classes at other
departments, here and there. GSIS has
changed so much since then, with
more full-time professors and
better-established courses for each
major. 

# Comparing now and then, what are
the advantages and disadvantages
of studying at GSIS?
Back then, we had to take various courses
outside of GSIS. The classes were all
conducted in different ways and required
substantial amount of readings, so pulling
an all-nighter was not unusual. We were
able to learn about various regions and
fields from different perspectives. Also
students voluntarily organized clubs,
study groups, and seminar teams, which
made studying more enjoyable. Taking
GSIS courses is enough, but I would still
like to recommend students to take
courses from other departments to
maintain a broader vision and a more
competitive academic training. 

# Was becoming a professor your
dream as a student?
GSIS aims to foster international experts,
but more students pursued continuing
their academic career back then. Most of
my classmates, as well as I, wished to
learn more and someday teach what we
have learned.

# How did your education at GSIS
prepare you for your doctorate
program? 
I benefitted much from the
interdisciplinary nature of GSIS
education, as my PhD program also used
an interdisciplinary approach though in
its unique Russian way. For my PhD
dissertation in Sociology, two professors
on my committee were economics
professors and my Committee Chair was
a philosophy professor. Due to the
political structure of former Soviet Union,
the fields of Political Science and
Sociology were relatively new at the time.
So during my doctorate program, I
studied with professors in various fields
of study.  

# You taught “Economies of Russia &
Eastern Europe” last semester -
how did you like teaching the
course?
“Economies of Russia and Eastern
Europe” aimed to explore how former
Soviet nations’ political and economic
policies changed as a result of the
collapse of the USSR. The course
targeted students with no formal
background in the region and covered a
wide range of geographical areas. For
these reasons, I regret that the depth of
materials covered was rather limited,
but it was rewarding to see students
acquiring new knowledge about the
region as a whole.

# What are some of the courses you
would like to teach in the future? 
I believe that building comparative

perspectives is an important goal in the
field of Area Studies and would like to
teach a course where students can
compare different areas on a particular
topic. Also, I want to teach a course that
pursues alternatives to past phenomena,
rather than one that analyzes them. With
respect to Eastern Europe and Russia, I
want to offer a course that delves into
societal changes, such as the influences of
former Soviet structure on Islamic
societies.  

# What kind of research or project
are you currently involved in?
I am currently investigating the causes of
the Soviet’s collapse in commemoration
of its 20th anniversary. I am conducting
studies on “Post-Industrialization and the
Soviet,” on the resurrection of socialism
in former Soviet and Eastern European
nations, and a study on the former Soviet
nations’ social policy, despite the lack of
available data. 

# What message would you give to
GSIS students as an alumnus? 
Remember to face the world without
losing your roots. You must remain
rooted to the ground you stand. Like me,
you may be looking and moving towards
the world, but you must be aware of the
fundamental reasons why you are
looking outward. If you learn the
ideologies in school, you also need to
think about what you can do with your
knowledge to be a help to the globalized
society. 

There have been several cases of GSIS alumni teaching elective
courses for each majors in the past, but this semester is the first
time to have four alumni teaching regular courses. After obtaining
their doctorates from abroad, they have been working actively both
in and outside Korea. Teaching junior colleagues at their alma
mater has brought back lots of cherished memories for the new
GSIS alumni lecturers. Taekyoon Kim, who is also a Full-Time
Professor at the Department of Public Administration at Ewha
Womans University since early this year, has earned his PhD in
Social Policy from Oxford University and is expecting to finish his

second PhD in International Public Affairs from SAIS, Johns Hopkins
University this year. Jae-Won Chung, who has received his PhD in
Sociology from the Russian Academy of Sciences, will continue to
teach his second semester at GSIS. Danyel Kwon earned her PhD
degree in East Asian Languages and Culture at Harvard University
and Oung Byun obtained his in International Relations at Ecole des
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales. We hope that the students will
take the alumni lecturers as role models, and get a chance to earn
not only academic knowledge, but also invaluable life-lessons that
will help them to progress in their future career paths.

Alumnus Returns to GSIS:  Interview with Lecturer, 
Jae-Won Chung  

Meet the Alumni Lecturers in the Classroom!

Professor Philip Auerswald from George
Mason University visited GSIS this summer to
teach a course titled “International
Commerce Seminar: Globalization and
Entrepreneurship.” 23 students created
self-made videos, held mock business
presentations and workshops to evaluate and
share suggestions on their entrepreneurial
ideas. The class promoted novelty, creativity,

and professionalism, and encouraged students to take initiatives to
make new ideas concrete. 

Philip Auerswald, Visiting
Professor
- Professor, Department of Public Policy at George

Mason University, U.S.

LDP Politics & the Transformation of Post-war Rogime in Japan
Author: Park, Cheol-Hee Publisher: Seoul University Press     Published Date: August 2011

It is crucial to understand the way the Japanese LDP works, in order to understand post-war Japanese
politics. The LDP has been the ruling party for 54 years, since its establishment in 1955 up until August
2009, except for a brief 11-month period. The political power of the LDP was almost absolute; it even
gave the impression that  the LDP was the only ruling party in Japan. This book aims to study the
progress of change in the LDP politics that is directly related and goes hand-in-hand with changes made
in the post-war Japanese regime as a whole. It also introduces post-war Japan by analyzing the
establishment and transformations of the LDP politics, in line with changes in the Japanese society and
economy. 

● Faculty Publications 

[Prof. Bark, Taeho] “New Korean Wave of Developing country Aids” (Segye
Ilbo Sep.18.2011)
[Prof. Moon, Hwy-Chang] “Platform Strategy of the Industry fusion Era”
(DBR Sep.1.2011)
[Prof. Park, Cheol-Hee] “Korea should adopt Prudent Diplomacy between
US and China”
“Why copy ‘Free’ policies that have already proved as failure in Japan?”
(Chosun Ilbo Sep.5.2011)
[Prof. Bark, Taeho] “KORUS FTA should no longer be procrastinated” (MK
Business News Aug.7.2011)
[Prof. Bark, Taeho] “US” New Omnibus Trade policy and TPP” (Segye Ilbo
Aug.7.2011)
[Prof. Moon, Woo-Sik] “Decline in International Competitiveness caused
financial crisis of Southern Europe” (Chosun Ilbo Aug.1.2011)
[Prof. Park, Cheol-Hee] “Tasks to be dealt with Sung Kim, US Ambassador
to Korea” (Munhwa Ilbo Jul.25.2011)

Faculty Articles and Commentaries
The following are the recent contributions made by GSIS faculty
on daily newspapers.

Danyel Kwon
‘00 Korean Studies 

Taekyoon Kim
‘98 Int’l Cooperation

Oung Byun
‘00 European Area Studies

Jae-Won Chung
‘98 Russian Area Studies  

Name Class Title
Kwon, Danyel Korean Society

Kim, Taekyoon
International Development
Issues and Development
Cooperation

Byun, Oung Case Studies in International
Conflict Management

Chung, Jae-Won Politics in Russia & Eastern
Europe

Chung taught “Economics of Russia &
Eastern Europe” in the Spring
Semester and is teaching “Politics of
Russia & Eastern Europe” this
semester.  

Jae-Won Chung, lecturer of last semester’s ‘Economies of Russia & Eastern Europe’ course, entered GSIS in 1998 and was President of
the GSIS Student Council. After majoring in Russian & Eastern European Area Studies, he received his doctorate degree in Sociology at
the Academy of Sciences in Russia. He is now actively participating in the field of Sociology. 
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⊙Dual Degree Program (ESSEC Business School, France)
Since establishing a dual degree program with ESSEC, one of France’s foremost
business schools, GSIS students are eligible to receive a Masters in International Studies
from GSIS and an M.S. in Management from ESSEC upon completing a year in each
institution. As of now, 27 students from each institution have studied through the
program and 15 have completed the dual degree program. The Office of International
Affairs receives applications in mid-February for the admitted students to attend ESSEC
in the fall semester.

⊙Sujee Kim   (‘08 European Area Studies)
“Although ESSEC is a business school, it is one of France’s Grande-Ecoles and
hence many students are young and without extensive work experience. Students
are, however, required to spend a minimum of 6 months abroad and 18 months in
work experience as part of graduation requirements, so that students have ample
opportunities and exposures supported by a career resources center called Dree. The
business school curriculum at ESSEC is intense, encompassing all aspects of
business skills from accounting to marketing in 10-week-long semesters. Its culture,
which puts more emphasis on the result rather than the process, can produce student
attitudes to vary widely depending upon their capabilities, but can encourage
students to become more confident and active in class. The fact that ESSEC is
located near Paris is a huge plus, allowing students the  rich cultural life of museums
and operas on weekends. As an exchange student at ESSEC, I have been acting as
an informal liaison to the SNU exchange program, introducing Korean culture to
French students and encouraging others to study abroad at SNU.” 

Melissa Choi  (Nationality: Canada)
Outgoing Exchange Student to GSAPS at Waseda
University, Fall 2010

Having studied at SNU for two semesters
prior, I had a great profile for my textbook
and theoretical studies. Going to Waseda
GSAPS (Graduate School for Asia-Pacific
Studies) was a great eye-opener, because I
could take courses with a more practical
component and meet lecturers of different

backgrounds (business, entrepreneurial, government, etc.) and
view points on International Studies. I would definitely
recommend participating in an exchange program. I got to meet
many different students with various interests and thesis topics,
which has added more meaning and memories to my graduate
studies experience. 

Rosa Utset Gil  (Nationality: Spain)
Incoming Exchange Student from Universitat Pompeu
Fabra, Spring 2011

My experience in Korea and GSIS has
been a very positive one. I have been able
to share my points of view and work with
people from very different countries. I do
not have such opportunities at my home
university. I have come to recognize that
the way of working and expressing
yourselves differ very much between countries. It was
sometimes hard to cope with such difficulties, but overall the
experience has been very nice; having attended GSIS, I feel
that I have a much better understanding of the reality in East
Asia and the international environment in general. 

⊙Exchange Student Program
In addition to exposing students to more chances of international experience, the Exchange Student Program gives students a valuable
academic opportunity, allowing them to take courses and conduct research on specific areas or fields. The Program also contributes to
GSIS diversity for students to expand their horizons. 

On Sunday of  June 5th, students from Professor
Jacqueline Siapno’s classes traveled to Ansan to
meet East Timorese workers and members of
the Philippine community. The trip was to
enable students to better understand the lives of
migrants from Southeast Asia in Korea. Having
met up with the East Timorese workers at
Ansan station, the group headed out to find a
place to get to know each other over lunch.
After overcoming the initial awkwardness
through a round of self-introductions, the
students and the workers engaged in
conversations aided by Professor Siapno’s
translation. It wasn’t long before the students
learned that the time the workers were spending
with them were, for many of them, one of the

two days a month they were given as free time,
and that the some of them had traveled five
hours that morning to meet them. 
The East Timorese workers came to Korea
through the three-year vocational trainee
program organized between the two
governments, a program that has been running
since the 1990s by the Korean government with
various countries to supplement Korea’s
existing labor force. Despite the language
barrier, the students were able to learn from the
East Timorese workers about their hopes and
dreams in coming to Korea, as well as the
difficulties they had found waiting for them
once they arrived. Many of the workers were
subject to long hours of work, and their
experience greatly differed from bad to
satisfactory depending on their employers.
Because East Timor is a relatively new state that
is still in the process of state-building, the
resources of their embassy are not yet sufficient
enough to provide the necessary support for the
workers. However, this is not just the case of
East Timor alone. Many workers from overseas
who face difficulties, such as bad treatment,
physical/sexual harassment, lack of medical
support, etc. at their workplace, are often left on
their own to either endure the circumstances or
to find help in the migrant worker’s community.  

After lunch, the students met with Mrs. Ana
Maria Male, a Filipina who came to Korea over
ten years ago after marrying a Korean man.
Mrs. Male is currently working as a counselor
for the local government support center for
migrants and is using her own experiences to
help those who are adjusting to life in Korea. At
the meeting with the students, she vividly
described the challenges she faced in her life
here and the strategies she used to overcome
them. Students were touched by the warm
hospitality of those they met, in what was a
fascinating and inspiring visit. Professor Siapno
runs classes in Southeast Asian Studies and
Feminism at GSIS and plans to hold further
field trips for her students  next semester.

Shinai Kwon (‘10 Int’l Cooperation)

Claire O’Connell (‘10 Int’l Cooperation)

GSIS currently offers exchange programs with over 40 institutions abroad. The number of incoming exchange students to GSIS has seen
a large increase; for this semester alone, there are 33 foreign exchange students studying at GSIS. In its continued efforts to expand the
opportunities for students to study abroad, GSIS has recently established a partnership with two prestigious universities around the
world:  Singapore’s Lee Kwan Yew School of Public Administration and Bush School of Government at Texas A&M University. Here are
some of the testimonials from students, who recently studied abroad as exchange students.  

GSIS Exchange Student Programs 

Nari Kim (‘10 Int'l Commerce) and Kyungho Park (‘09 Int'l Commerce) attended G8 & G20 Youth Summit held in Paris on May 29 - June
3, 2011 as members of Korean Delegation. At the Summit that was officially sponsored by French Presidency, ESCP Europe, French
Chamber of Commerce, they represented the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade, respectively. Under the
theme of "Challenges of Sustainability and Multilateralism," Kim and Park represented Korea’s position throughout the negotiation
meeting and presented an agreement which was reflected in the final statement.

Korean Representatives at the G8 & G20 Youth Summit

Meeting the East Timorese Workers

Photo : Professor Jacqueline Siapno (left)

Photo : Ana Maria Male (center right)

Participating in G8 & G20 Youth
Summit Paris 2011 was an
unforgettable experience.
Although it is recognized as a
miniature G20 Summit, there
was a substantial amount of
item related to various issues on
the agenda and the process to
reach an agreement among
national representatives was
extremely intense. At first, all
representatives encountered

with a smile, but the atmosphere turned heated as soon as fierce
discussions took place. As expected, representatives from

advanced countries, such as the U.S. and Germany were on one
side, while BRICS and Republic of South Africa were on the other,
constantly disagreeing to one another. There were various items on
the agenda, but disagreement on farm subsidy issues between
advanced countries and developing countries and providing special
favors to least developed countries were the hottest issues among
them. The six days in Paris transcending age, gender, race,
nationality, and background under the name of G8 & G20 Youth
Summit was personally a huge honor. Meeting and interacting with
participants with various perspectives and capabilities also
stimulated and challenged me to hone my own skills further. I
would like to thank GSIS for the valuable opportunity and the
professors for their warm encouragements.

Kyung-ho Park (‘09 Int’l Commerce)

Photo : Nari Kim(Left), Kyung-ho
Park(Right)
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⊙The Central Role in for International Regional Studies  
Established as the Center for Area
Studies in 1989 to its expansion as the
Institute of International Affairs in 2004,
the Institute has continued to conduct
rigorous research projects. It strives to
establish interdisciplinary and progressive
research approach to guide GSIS in
becoming the international center for East
Asian studies. To do so, the Institute
attracts professors from various

disciplines and promotes joint research projects and cooperation
with renowned foreign scholars. 

⊙Publications: International Area Studies & Journal of
International and Area Studies,
The Institute has published a quarterly Korean-language

academic journal called International Area Studies since 1989
and an English-language academic journal called Journal of
International Studies biannually since 1994. By publishing
academic articles on international commerce, international
relations, international area studies and Korean studies, the
journals support academic research activities and promote
research around the world

⊙Research on World, East Asia, and Korean Realities and
Strategies
Given Korea’s geopolitical location, the Institute focuses on
East Asian studies.  Primarily focusing on topics related to
East Asian issues, it aims to develop and promote Korea’s
national strategy in the globalized world surrounded by the
U.S., Japan, China, and Russia. The Institute confronts
eminent problems to East Asia’s intra-regional relations and
integration and makes recommendations to solve them.
Finding Korea’s future direction in the process also becomes a
focal point of its research. Therefore, the Institute of

International Affairs analyzes the intra-
regional relationship between each
region and Korea; assesses and finds
alternatives to the current national
strategy of Korea through issue- and
industry-specific studies. Moreover, it
regularly holds seminars and forums

with numerous foreign and domestic policy specialists to
establish itself as research center for national strategy
implementation.

⊙Middle Power’s China Policy 
The Rise of China and the Changing Trends of Middle
Power’s China Policy (hereafter ‘Middle Power’s China
Policy’) is a joint effort between the Institute of East Asia
Studies of Keio University and the Institute for International
Affairs of Seoul National University. In the face of a rising
China and the relative decline of the United States, Middle
Power’s China Policy is an initiative to assess the changing
trends of those middle powers’ policies towards China and
further develop a network of middle power think-tanks around
the world. 

⊙Seminars in State Strategies - Searching for Optimal
State Strategies 
The Seminars in State Strategies began in 2008 to respond to
the lack of suprapartisan state strategy in Korea that is based
on public consensus. Their purpose lies in finding mid- to
long-term basis and consensus for state strategies in the
context of global environment and regional relations. The
Seminars attempt to bridge the gap between policy and
academia, while conducting research on state strategies vis-à-
vis domestic and foreign policy and contributing to the public
domain to examine the past processes of modernization,
democratization, and globalization and to navigate the
direction for future strategy. Using the theoretical basis of
inter-regional and inter-industrial relationships, the Seminars
strive to create state strategies that will improve people’s
quality of life. The Seminars will continue to hold sessions
throughout this semester.  

For inquiries: 02-880-8975  http://iia.snu.ac.kr   rias@snu.ac.kr
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In the age of rapidly changing world order, there is a growing need for diverse and extensive progress in the field of international
studies. Given this academic trend, SNU Institute of International Affairs seeks to conduct interdisciplinary and progressive system of
research and to develop state strategy in response to the changing world environment.    

Interdisciplinary and Progressive Approach to International Studies

Institute of International Affairs

Geun Lee
Director of Institute of
International Affairs

International studies Library
Services 
⊙DB Research How-to Sessions

To assist students in their studies, sessions on how to use the
library database and EndNote are held by International
Studies Library(ISL) throughout the semester.

⊙Newspaper Article E-mail Service
ISL has begun the e-mail services to GSIS students, staff, and
faculty starting Oct. 4th. The daily emails contain links to
articles and editorials on topics of commerce, cooperation,
area studies, security, diplomacy, unification and etc. from 11
national and international newspapers.

CAMPUS Asia Program
Peking University -Seoul National University-Tokyo
University 

Last May, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
announced its plans for educational collaboration between
China, Japan, and Korea to train a new generation of leaders for
Asia called the CAMPUS Asia Program. To partake in the
program, GSIS formed a consortium with the School of
International Studies at Peking University and the Graduate
School of Public Policy at the University of Tokyo to propose the
“BESETO Dual Degree Master’s Program on International and
Public Policy Studies” and submitted the joint application in
July. If accepted, the program will allow students to receive
Master of Law in International Relations from PKU, Master of
International Studies from SNU, and/or Master of Public Policy
from UT, depending on the students’ duration of study in the
respective schools. The result of the final selection will be
announced in October.    

Career Mentoring Session held by
GSIS Career Development Center 

On May 19th, GSIS Career Development
Center (Advisor: Professor Lee,
Jeon-Kap) held a career mentoring
session for jobs at public agencies and
national research institutions. Two GSIS
PhD students, Yong-Joo Shim and
Eun-Suk Lee who previously worked at

Korea Trade Insurance Corporation and at Korea Electric Power
Corporation respectively, lead the session. Questions about the
job searching process and the working environment in the
industry, as well as concerns about pursuing a career in public
agencies or research institutions were shared freely. In addition,
on May 27th, representatives from Standard Chartered Bank
came to GSIS to host an interview session. The agenda included
an introduction of the International Graduate Program and
consultation sessions with the SC employees in the program. 

GSIS Career Development Center holds many career mentoring
sessions throughout the school year; students are encouraged to
take advantage of these valuable resources. 

Nari Park (‘08 Int’l Commerce)

⊙GSIS Students
With 78 new students entering the 2011 Fall Semester, the
total students currently attending GSIS are as follows: 255
students in total (including 216 students in International
Studies and 39 in International Development Policy) and 19 in
doctorate program. 41% are international students from over
40 countries. 

⊙Graduate School of International Studies 
Jun.2 Special Lecture: Amb. Bong-kil, 

Shin ‘How to View China 
Jun.30 ADB·KIEP·SNU-GSIS Int’l Conference

‘Trade and Development: Asia’s Turning Point’ 
Jul.27-Aug.4 Korea-China-Japan Summer School
Aug.11-12 Toyota Int’l Seminar ‘Geopolitical Risks in East Asia’
Sep.29 Special Lecture: Byung-tae Hwang ‘Development

Paradigm under President Jung-Hee Park’
Oct.24 Special Lecture: Prof. Julia Ya Qin, Wayne State Univ.

‘China and the WTO: Reflections on the Tenth
Anniversary of Membership’ 

⊙EU Center 
Aug.22-26 Euro-Asia Int’l Summer School ‘Regional Integration

from Comparative Perspective’ 
Aug.29-30 Korea-EU ICI ECP International Seminar 
Oct.28-29  EU-ICI Workshop ‘The Euro Crisis and the Future of

European Integration’

⊙ Institute for Japanese Studies (IJS)  
Aug.01-19 SNU IJS - Kyoto Univ. GCOE Program Joint Summer

Seminar
Aug.26 Joint Academic Conference SNU IJS and the

Association for Korean and Asian Political Thoughts
Sep.7 Japan Specialist Seminar: Seung-Hwan Ku

‘Ecosystem of Automobile Industry in Japan-System
for Simultaneous Growth through Cooperation and
Competition’ 

Sep.28 Japan Specialist Seminar: Tomomi Shibuya 
‘Japan’s Takes on K-Pop Culture-Observations from
the Discourses of Magazines and the Internet from
2009 to 2011’ 

Sep.26-Oct.9 Korean Studies Workshop for Japanese Educators
Oct.12 Special Lecture: Shinichi Yamamuro ‘Asia as

Ideological Challenge, and ‘Thereafter’
Oct.26 Special Lecture: Yuko Nishigawa ‘Life History in

Literature’
Nov.4  Internatinal Academic Conference

‘Japan’s Labor-Management Relations and East Asia’


